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This bold and beautiful comic is full of sassy club-singing sisters who you don't wanna mess with . .

.Introducing: Pinky, Sweets, Blackie, McQualude, and Wanda. Together they form the Mean Girls

Club, a menacing powerhouse of ruthless rebels.Ryan Heshka creates a subversive comic that

re-interprets images of the stereotypical 50's female and gives new and defiant voice to these ladies

of leisure.Based in Vancouver, Ryan Heshka is a self-taught artist and illustrator. His childhood

influences of antiquated comics, pin-ups, pulp magazines, sci-fi, natural history, music, and movies

persist to this day, and his paintings are full of pop-culture references through the ages. Ryan

primarily works in acrylic paint on wood panel, frequently embellishing with cuttings from pulp

magazines. Ryan has exhibited extensively across Europe and North America including at Roq la

Rue in Seattle and the Jonathan Levine Gallery in New York.
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"Ryan HeshkaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s new release from Nobrow Press (as part of their wonderful 17 x 23 series)

is going to blow your mind."&#151;Boingboing"The Mean Girls Club is a subversive look at the

clichÃƒÂ©s of HollywoodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Golden Age wild on a pink tinted acid trip. While it is a quick

and light read, this one-shot will make you a lifetime member of the Mean Girls

Club."&#151;Previews Indie Edge"The story is fun. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a blast to read [&#133;] I would

100% recommend this to people to check out."&#151;Comic Bastards



Based in Vancouver, Ryan Heshka is a self-taught artist and illustrator. His childhood influences of

antiquated comics, pin-ups, pulp magazines, sci-fi, natural history, music and movies persist to this

day, and his paintings are full of pop-culture references through the ages. Ryan primarily works in

acrylic paint on wood panel, frequently embellishing with cuttings from pulp magazines. Ryan has

exhibited extensively across Europe and North America including at Roq la Rue in Seattle and the

Jonathan Levine Gallery in New York.

Mean Girls Club is charming and sinister. Depraved women unleash their wrath on the innocent

public.The nostalgic pinup art work is so well done and so funny! The Mean Girls are stuffed into

impossibly tight, shiny skirts, barely breathable tops, and heels so high, the girls must walk on their

tippy toes to wear them. Clothes that would restrict mere mortals like straight jackets serve as their

superhero costumes...or rather super villain costumes. These bitches are a bad to the bone! There

is no real plot, just a series visually stunning exploits in a day of the life of the Mean Girls. At 24

pages, it's a very short ride. But just like a roller coaster, its the thrills that make the ride, not the

time. At a thrill a page, Mean Girls Club is worth it!

Ryan Heshka's work is superb and I'm so glad he decided to create a comic based on one of his

best pieces. This is a quick read, the story is whimsical yet dark, lovers of black comedy or pulp art

will enjoy this.

Hilarious. Pitch-perfect. Vapid. Depraved. Readers expecting a typical comic book might be

disappointed. This is kitsch sequential art.

It's like someone else made the comic in my head.

Ryan Heshka has a great style, the colors are gorgeous. Can't go wrong with Nobrow!

Even tho overpriced and short, it is a special comic. A one shot wonderstory, Mean Girls Club, is

worth reading indeed and having just a great pamphlet.

Great lil story ... Hope there's more to come!



I like Heshka's artwork and humor. His graphics are pleasing to me and I will purchase some of his

other books.
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